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This paper reports the conceptual framework for, and the
initial activities of, an institutional self-study at a school of
management.

The general claim is that any administrator optimally
exercises and balancei four kinds of leadership, of which one
kind is encouraging a continuing institutional self-study pro-
cess. The 4imsztjs that confining self-study is necessary if
any institution is to become increasingly -effective over the
long run (7-21 'rears).
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1. Introduction.

I entered my current role as an ssociate d,ean
responsible for the Graduate Division of the Boston
College School of Management after eighteen years of
research and practice seeking to relate timely inquiry
to effective -action through a process of continuing
perional and institutional self-study. Through these
efforts'[14,16,18] Thad persuaded myself that there
is a process of personal and institutional self-study-in-
the-miOst-of-action which can increase managerial and
institutional effectiveriess over time. Moreover, I had
come to believe that such a real-time self-study pro-
cess in the midst of the pressures and anxieties of
everyday work and leisure may well be the key to
non-violent personal and institutional change toward
more just societiei [15,17]. Consequently, I was pre-
pared to make a major commitment to personal and
institutional self-study as a valuable activity for the
BostcfnCollege Graduate School of Management,
both in terms of its teaching and its research func-
ti' ns.

,it the ',same time, my commitment to personal
and institutional self-study-in-action was tempered by
my awareness that the notion and practice of self-
study can only gradually introduce itself and 'prove'
(or disprove) itself through the experience of each
new person or institution that experiments with a
self-study process. Indeed, I had come to realize how
improbable it is that many people and institutions
will commit themselves deeply to a continuing real-
time self-stLy because:

(1) such a self-study process requires a managerial
style which integrates inquiry with advocacy, but few
managers today cultivate such a style [2];

(2) such a self-study process requires methods of
inquiry which yield data that are timely for, and
usable by, the system studied and which enhance its
commitment to continuing inquiry, bur6few social
scientists today cultivate such methods [8,9];-and
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(3) such a self-study process requires a long-term
commitment if it is to become institutionalized, but
the very mobility of today's professional and Manage-
rial classes, as well as the disappearance of symbols of
authority which command enduring aliesiance, mili-
tate against any long-term commitmentr., let alone a
Ing-term commitment to a self-study process the
eneftts of which must initially ...eem intangible and

ambiguous.

2. Four kinds of administrative leadership

My commitment as an administrator, teacner, and
researcher to cultivate institutional self-study is ob-
viously in tension' with my belief that many other .
members of.any system I join are unlikely to place
the same high priority on such a process. Acknow-
ledging this tension has led me to a conception of
administrative leadership which now helps me to allo-
cate my work time among different kinds of
demands. This conception also suggests how self-
study can relate to all of the other valued activities
that claim anyone's time and attention. This concep-
tion of administrative leadership distinguishes among
four different time-spans of leadership. It names the
resulting broad types of leadership activities as fol-
lows

)Responding to external emergenciesloppor-
tunities (which may arise unexpectedly at any mo-
ment);

(2)Accomplishing role-defined tasks (which tend
to arise and be completed4vitUt a one-week to one-
year time frame);

(3) Defining and implementing a major initiative
(which requires on the order of 3-5 years); and

(4) Encouragi institutional self-study (which is
best imagined as requiring 7-21 years, or a genera.
tion, because of the gradual process by which people
determine the ,value of self-study for themselves and
their institutions and also because institutional self-
study is the continuing JakRound from whicn truly
timely and appropriate new) initiatives can
come into focus).

Because these four time spans interpenetrate one
another and influence each other, effective manage-
ment over any extended period of e requires jug-
gling and balancing all four kinds of 1 dership all the
time. (Inficed, on closer observation, each of the four
kinds of leadership has both long-term and short-term
qualities, e.g., there will be occasions when the suc-

cess of the longest-term aims depends upon one's
immediate response to an unexpected opportunity.)
Because tasks relating to the two short-term kinds of
leadership are more 'externally' determined at any
given time, while the two long-term kinds of leader-
ship are more 'internally' determined (if they are
being exercised atath demands relating to the differ-
ent kinds of leadership can be in considerable tension
with each other. If a leader is at all passive in struc-
turing time, the more immediate, more external
demands will gain pre-eminence. On the other hand,
if over time a leader actively juggles'vid balances the
four kinds of leadership, one would expect the
demands of each time-span increasingly to comple-
ment and support activities relating to the other
three.

If an administrator fails to perform effectively in
regard to the two shorter-term arne spans, he or she
comes to be regarded as unhelpful and unrealistic
('incredible'). If an administrator fails to perform
effectively in regard to the twd longer-term time
spans, the organization does not redesign or restruc-
ture itself to meet new environmental contingencies
or to more nearly achieve its foundational purposes.
Any given 'major initiative' involves restructuring a
specific part of an institution, while the self-study
process involves a continuing clarification and refor-
mulation of purposes along with a, continuing testing
for possible incongruities among purposes, structures.
practices, and outcomes which may suggest areas
requiring restructuring.

Because I believe that today's institutions increas-
ingly require a self-restructuring capatity, given their
turbulent political and economic environment, and
because I believe that schools of management can
powerfully support students' development of self-
restructuring .personal learning strategies only if the
schools themselves demonstrate not just in their
rhetoric, but in their daily operations the plausibil-
ity and efficacy of self-restructuring processes, I wished
at this stage in my career to join a school open to
such development.

5 3. Entry

In choosing my current position, I evaluated Bos-
ton College in terms of its current posture with regard
to each of the four kinds of activity described above.
The three most important 'facts' that emerged for me
were:

(1) that .the Graduate School of Management was

3
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on the brink of a major restructuring of its MBA core
curriculum with the Dean's support; .

(2) that the university as a whole, founded and
.still led by the Jesuit Order, recognized, by, intuition
and experience, the possibility and desirability of
relating knowledge to actio' through a morally con-
.equential communal self-s7uo y; and

(3) that the Dean himself, my immediate superior,
se, 'ed open not in a rhetorical sense, but in a
behhvioral sense to a real-time collaborative inquiry

to a mutual self-study process in our ongoing
mec 1.ngs.

As a candide._ for the Associate Deanship, I had
approached my first meeting with the Dean wonder-
ing: Could cur relationship microscopically model a
process of collaborative inquiry a mutual self-
study-in-action? Would he be playful enough to be
able simiaarieOusiy to confront me, to support me,
and to ridicule me in regard to this airn over a period
of years? Only under these conditions could I imagine
the possibility of working toward a more extended
institutionalization of a self-study process over the
long term:

Within five minutes of meeting the Dean of the school, I
knew that he would be such a superior, and twenty months
of working with him' ave.confirmed my judginent. My initial
judgment was based on the fact that within five minutes we
were already laughing, scheming, sharing our favorite books,
and irreverently probing one another's deepest convictions
about management. The confirmations of this judgment
come from the repeated experience that our many differ-
ences complemena each other or form productive tensions
rather thin inhibiting ow performances. These differences
include background variables such as class, religion, and
academic discipline (his discipline is operations research);
they also include differences in managerial style, suckas my
bringing agendas to our meeting', whereas he brings none at
all, or such as my bias toward public communication through
memos and group meetings as contrasted to his bias toward
private one-on-one conversations; an the differences
between us also include differences in ultaliTtbeliefs about
institutions: whereas I believe in the possibility of trans- '
forming institutions so that they can, in turn, much more
regularly and powerfully exercise tracnsforrning, humanizing
influences on their members; he is an institutional minimalist
who hopes at best to curb some of the negative consequences
of this one institution, to make it a little better place to be,
and who does not believe in the efficacy of strategic planning
or public rhetoric. Even when these differences-between us
bring us into public opposition to one another, as would only
be healthy at Some point, we will each have pricked one
another's dreams so many times that I imagine us inwardly
enjoying the joke of our newest and subtlest conspiracy as,
we outwardly struggle to the death without a hint of mercy
or fraternity.

In stepping back from this brief evocation of my
relationship to the dean of the school, let me make
two final, points about it. First, in functioning as a
microcosmic (and undoubtedly incomplete) commu-
nity of inquiry, this relationship symbolizes how, in
creating a community of inquiry, the means must be
congruent with the end, how local llosyncrasy- will
flavor each distinct experiment toward such a com-
munity (for surely no other superior-subordinate will.
be similar to this one in terms of the particulars), and
how central to this ideal is the cultivation of civilizing
conflict. Second; on the basis of my description of
this relationship, you should not be surprised if the
Dean absolutely denies the validity of my characteri-
zation of it.

4. First year of the self-study process.

During my first seven months as Associate Dean,
my work concentrated on various emergencies, on
learning my new role and the priorities of other
`players' in the system, and on laying the ground
work for a major revision of the MBA curriculum.
Only then did I formally introduce the notion of
studying our own managerial and organizational

,effectiveness to the school's faculty at a series of
three informal research seminars in June of 1979.
Some 25 of 60 full-time faculty members attended
one or more of these seminars, and at their conclu-
sion 13 members of the faculty (everyone present at
the third seminar) agreed to participate in a round of
semi-structured interviews intended to explore:

(1) how their academic field defines effectiveness;
(2) how they view the school's effectiveness;
(3) how they view their own professional effec

tiveness; and
(4) whether these diffelent perspectives on effec-

tiveness match or clash.
(The interview sclrdule and results are avail*

upon request.)

A feedback session on the results in late July led
to two proposals:

(1) to' do a second round of interviews with a
wider sample of the faculty;

(2) to hold a series of informal faculty meetings
during the year in order

(a) to discuss further research results,
(b) to explore future directions for the School

of Management, and
(c) more simply, to encourage cross-departmen-

.4
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tal, cross-rank socializing among.the faculty.
Two of the original participants joined me as inter-

vieweis in a second' round of interviews 'which
urred in December 1979, and three other faculty

embers joined me in planning the informal faculty
m etings. A second round of written feedback on a
total of 36 interviews was sent to all faculty in March
of 1980: with two voluntary feedback sessions in
April in which 20 faculty participated.

The, three initial faculty .research seminars intro-
duced models of inquiry and effectiveness which can
be summarized briefly as follows.

By contrast to the currently-best-articulated model
of research the hypotheticokleductive model which rdivides the world in two (researcher/subject, theory/ -

data, map/territory) -1 the Model of collaborative E
inquiry which his evolved through my previous work c
divides the world in font and fosters disciplined self- I
study on both the.personafand institutional scale by
both the 'initiating researcher(s) and other partici-
pants. Both personal self- study'and institutional self-
study are conceived as focusing on at least four dif-
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themselves with research into these territories. Igna-
',Ian prayer, Buddhist vispasana meditation, Hindu
raja yoga, and Freudian and Jungian dream analysis
can exemplify research disciplines which explore the
territory of purpose at the individual scale. Certain
theater exercises [13j,-the Eastern martial arts (nos-
tably tai chi), traditional instruction in crafts, and the
Gurdjieffian sacred dances cultivate a sensual knowl-
edgeAof one's own practice.

Clven the- notion of four diitinct but interre-
latable territories of experience, one can express the
ultimate aim of collaborative inquiry as: integrating
empirical, sensual, theoretical, and spiritual kinds of
knowledge in effective action.

In keeping with the model of collaborative
inquiry, the three informal faculty research seminars
were not limited to theoretical discussion like that
above. In addition to theoretical discussion, the semi-
nars also included activities relating to each of the
other kinds of research (empirical, sensual, and atten-
tional): namely,

(1) the chance to criticize an 'effectiveness' inter-
view schedule (later used to interview two-thirds of
the full-time faculty) with regard to validity and reli-
ability issues;

(2) the chance to participate in a tai chi dance
exemplifying research on one's own practice; and

(3)the chance to engage in a meditation process
inverting and widening one's' attention to include
simultaneous inquiry into, purposes, strategies, one's
own practice, and the outside world.

The faculty members 'present at the- seminars
raised,many questions:'

(1) is this model of inquiry a mechanism for self-
deception?

(2) can awareness -of personal or institutionll
incongruities across the domains of purposes, strate-
gies, practices, and 'effects generate a demoralizing,
paralyzing self-consciousness?

(3) won't people's short-term concerns and con-
fliCting self-interests prevent the' development of
shared purposes?

(4) to explore these kinds 9f issues requires a fun-
damentally different kind of faculty meeting front
our present ones: how can one imagine that happen-
ing here?

(5) is effectiveness really an issue' that faculty
members care about in their role as academics?

The alert, confronting nature of the questions
+ could itself be taken as a clue about whether this

model of inquiry generates a self-satisfied self - decep-

tion. Similarly, the unusual nature of the three
research meetings themselves exemplified a new kind
of faculty meeting.

The self-study process may have had. its first signif-
icant impact on the school's overall effectiveness
during these meetings. One meeting turned to a dis
cussion of 'the likelihood that the school's faculty
would act favorably on the major institutional initia-
tive being developed 'at that time - a thorough-going
revision of the MBA core curriculum which would
focus it, not only on cultivating students' analytic
and decision-making abilities, but.also and pre-emi-
nently on cultivating their capacities to take inquir-,
ing, effective; responsible action in managerial roles:
There was great pessimism that. the faculty would
reject the initiative, no matter how cogent,hecause of
a history of low trust during the previous administra-
tion. The public acknowledgement of this block and
of the hopelessness it had, generated over the past
years, as well as the discussion of the collaborative
consultative process through which the initiative
would pass on the way to the faculty vote, seemed to
generate renewed energy to support the initiative
among those _present (and those Rresent were among
the most active in school affaifs). Even though several
of those present were still unconvinced that the ini-

-ilative would past ttree months later on the day of
the faculty vote, the meeting was in fact character-
ized by thoughtful, constructive discussion and a un-
animous vote in favor of all thirteen proposed revi-
sions.

During'the six weeks following the initial research
meetings, eleverof the faculty who has been present
At the final meeting participated in the 'effectiveness'
interview, as well,as in a further research meeting to
discuss the results of the interviews. Given the small
proportion of faculty participating in this pilot set of
interviews, the results permitted no defensible gener-
alizations to the school as a whole. However, one spe-
cific finding generated considerable discussion at the
feedback meeting and influenced the actions of the
Dean and myself during the following(s,ear. This
finding was the factor most often mentioned (by nine
of the eleven respondents) as inhibiting the school's
effectiveness. The following comments are all direct
quotes from the interviWs, in the format in which
they were presented at the feedback session:

Factors Inhibiting Greater Effectiveness at SOM (in order of
frequency of mention) -

1. Climtie of not doing much: a vicious circle
a lot of things (e.g., EPC meeting) feel basically dead

6
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I don't sense that a large number of faculty want to move
ahead _

we 'are not all saying we want to do it
people have to want to be great, be willing to py the price
pervasive sense of. mediocrity, general discouragement,
about
negative self-concept about research production
people here put themselves down, we have an orgarliza-
tional inferiority, complex
negative attitude tha,t says you give up once you get here

During the year following this feedback session,
the. school's faculty approved not onlypthe revised
MBA core curriculum, but also two 'other significant
innovations in the internal ktructure of the school. In
addition, three new inter-institutional programs
which relate the school more closely to the small
bbsiness and high technology environment in the'
Boston area were developed. These opportunities

-would almost certainly not have developed had Rot
the Dean and I been willing to devote considerkble
attention to them. And we, in turn, might well not
have been willing to devote our attention to the inter-
institutional possibilities had we not been concerned
about how the replace a 'climate of not doing much'
with more positive activity cycles. Thus, as incom-
plete as the pilot sets of interviews were, the data
from them had a powerful impact, through the
school's administrative leadership, on the school's
relationship to its environment- during the ensuing
year, and the new levels of internal and inter-institu-
tional initiative may have supplanted an institutional
sense of "not doing much" with a sense of positive
accomplishment.

This interpretation is supported by two sets of
data: ./

(1) in the second round of interviews with twenty-

five additional faculty members six months after the
pilot interviews, the schol51 was rated as significantly
more effective than in the first round and anything
like 'a climate of r ,t doing much' was not mentioned
as a factor inhibiting the school's effectiveness;

(2) when the eleven faculty originally interviewed
in July 1979 were asked in July 1980 whether they
viewed the school as more or less effective than a year
earlier, none viewed it as less effective, two viewed it
as essentially unchanged, and the other nine viewed it
as more effective (average 3.97, where 3 equals
'same', 4 equals 'marginally more effective', and 5.
equals 'markedly more effective').

All who viewed the school as more effective
expressed qualifications, the most prominent of

.0"

which were:
(1) that the innovations had yet to be proven;
(2) thnt although there was more activity, objec

tives still were not clear and shared; and
(3) that they might' be confounding their own pad

sonal sense of having had a better year than the previ-
ous one with an institutional change.

I was initially concerned about the validity of the
data I would collect on this question in brief phone
or face-to-face interviews, especially given that I,'as
one of the school's administrators, would presumably
hope. to hear that the school was viewed as more
effective than the previous year (and I mentioned this
concern 1ff a number of cases when I askedthe ques-
tion, as one way of 'exorcising this possible source of
contamination). As the ten other facuiztamembers,.

tesponded to the qUestion with the hes' tion and
qualifications suggested above, these very hesitations
made me increasingly confident that their respo s
did represent genuine reflections and not merely
'socially desirable' comments. Afterwards, I realized
that there was an additional reason for my confidence
in the validity of this data. I asked myself how many
of these ten persons had criticized or apposed initia-
tives of mine in the year between the two sets of
questions abOut the ,school's effectiveness. If none or ,

almost one of these persons had confronted me on
any issues in the previous year, I reasoned that I
ought to be suspicious of the validity of this 'positive'
data on the grounds that my position or my personal
style might be inhibiting others from reparting nega-
tive feedback to me. In fact, however, six of the ten
did disagree with me about, and confront me on, at
least one issue in the preceding yew.

This discussion of the initial interviews and feed-
back process illustrates a number of the features of the
collaborative inquiry model science. First, the
interview questions were mostly open-en' d-ed in order
to give the respondents the opportunity to come
committed to the study to the point of ev tually
developing i role as researchers as well as respondents.
(Since that time eight other members of the faculty
have played ,active roles in organizing research activ-
ities.) Because the object of collaborative inquiry is
institutional (and hence, necessanly, personal) self-
study, all stages of data collection, particularly the
initial stages, are viewed not just as formal procedures
for yielding valid results, but equally as actions which

their
ici.criiduct either enhance or inhibit commitment to

overall structure and moment-to-moment

continued inqtiiry.

7
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Second, the validity of the one reported
above wars tested nct by a statistical procedure, but by
calling /forth concerted . effort to influence the
(alleged) condition. The ,peculiar twists given to the
issue of validity in collabbrative inquiry include the
twist that the primary criterion of validity is not the
statistical generalizability of findings to other set-
tings, but rather their pertinence to the future
increased effectiveness of the social stein studied;
and.the twist that the primary critical public for the
study is' not the journal referees in'one's schOlarly
field, but rather one's colleagues in the social system
studied.

Finally, because the researchers in an institutional
self-study are also actors in the system itself, their ob-
jectivity and impartiality is enhanced not by any
attempt at-detachment or neutrality, but rather by
their ability to build trusting relationships which
transmit truthful messages, by their receptivity to
conFrontation, and .by their ability 'to read the nu-
ances and implications between the lines of the
explicit data they collect (the root of `intelligence' is
Inter-lego', `to read between').

The findings and feedback sessions relating to the
second round or interviews are not reported here in
more detail because of space limitations (a more
detailed version of the entire self-study version is
available upon request).

5. Second year of the self-study process

A dozen members of the Boston College Schoolof
Management faculty, along with another dozen mem-
bers from other Boston area universities and busi-
nesses, have committed themselves to participate,
during the 1980-81 year, in a continuing series of
seminars on the topic Responsible Self-Regulation: In
Science, Society; and One's Own aiming
toward an edited book. Alternating between dis-
cussing theory and examining their own practice,
they are working toward a model of social systems
functioning which depends fbr regulation neither on
an, 'invisible hand' nor an a 'mailed fist', but rather on
timely inquiry.

At the same time, certain outcomes from the pre-
viouS year's initiatives are becoming apriarent. The
Graduate Division of the school has obtained its rust
significant unrestricted funds through a major grant
for the revised core curriculum; Also, the total num,
bier and the overall quality of applications for admis-

sion have made stochastic leaps, as has the percentage
of accepted applicants who choose tcrattend Boston
College.

But the relationship between self-study and effec-
tive action is currently being explored andillystrated
Most intensely, perhaps, in the actual impleitentation
of the restructured' MBA core curriculum. :\sin addi
tion to their,regular courses in the first semester (Ac-
counting, Computer Science, Statistics, Economics,
Organizational Behavitm ...), all entering full-time
students are required to meet for an Integrative Ac-
tivity once each week and in heterogeneous study
groups twice a week to cooperate as best they can in
doing various course-related projects. The study
groups are observed and receive feedback on such
managerial skills as how to seek help, how to creaft
an agenda,..and how to confront and work through
conflict. ,

The Integrative Activities are two-and-a-half-hour
meetings which require no special preparation by
students and are not graded in any way. Each week
the topic and format are a surprise. All Integrative
Activities involve the students as active participants in
one way or another and all are intended to illustrate
the need in real-time action to integrate the analyti-
cally, distinguishable management disciplints. The
example of one Integrative Activity can conclude the
illustrations of self-study.

This 'particular week (six weeks into jhe newly
restructured program, mid-October 1980) the entire
group (90 students, 6 faculty) has just concluded a
discussion of the Bill Agee-.--Mary Cunningham em-
broglio at Bendix. The final segment of Gail Sheehy's
widely-syndicated five-part story of the events leading
to Cunningham's rapid promotions to Vice- President
for Corporate Strategy at Bendix and then to her sud-
den resignation after an annual employee meeting has
just appeared this morning.

The topic has raised many issues of special rele-
vance to this MBA program: Can major institutions
change in profound ways or will their everyday 'pol-
itics' including inertia, ter. itoriality and jealousy
inevitably defeat the idealism of people like Agee and
Cunningham? Can women advance rapidly into top
executive roles' ad survive? Did Agee and Cunning-
ham in fact act effectively and responsibly in their
conduct of their public relationship? Is it really pos-
sible to discuss sensitive organizational issues in a con-
structive manner at large, public meetings and, if so,
what are the skills of discretion, timing, and honesty
involved? In short, is the dream so central to BC's
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restructured MBA program the dream of devel-
oping Managers, and institutions significantly more
inquiriitg,, more responsible and more effective than
is typical at present is this dream just a pipe bream?
Or is it realizable? Can the %C MBA" program really
help to make this dream come true despite the diffi-
okilties'illustrated by the Bendix case?

Although a number of students and faculty mem-
bers have offered acute observations about the Ben-
dix case, as well as suggestions about alternative stratL
egies and actions that might have made a difference in
the outcome, the basic questions raised above receive
no authoritative, final answer during the intensely
engaging hour's dikussion.

After a short break, the Integrative Activity con-,
tinues. The faculty member 'leading patrof the
session tells everyone that we are,now about to
engage in a much more difficult and direct test of
whether the BC MBA program can generate an insti-
tutional environment significantly more inquiring,
moiz responsible, and more effective than is typical
at present. We are also about to engage in a direct test
of whether it is possible to discuis.senstive organin-
tional' issues in a 'constructive' manner at a large,
public meeting. Then he proceeds to share with the
wembly the results from a questionlaire about the
new ,program filled out a few days before by most of
the entering full-time students. With minimal inter-

- pretation, he presents the following data:

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF 14/9/80 QUESTIONNAIRE

Of our 90 full-time rust year students, 68 submitted (anony-
mous) responies. While post of the cfuestions were open-
ended, we were, able to compile the following frequency
counts:
1. Eight-Six percent (86%) said the MBA program has been

more valuable than their most recent previous full-time
educational experience. Seven percent (71%) reported the
prZgram wu as valuable and 7% said it was less valuable. 0

2. Regarding work load, 44% found it too heavy, while 28%
characterized it as heavy but mar.. able. ,

3. amments on the study groups fell into categories of
'valuable' (53%), 'improving' (18%), 'valuable with reserva-
tions' (16%), and 'reservations only: (9%).

4. Seventy-five percent (7(4,1.fraund the Integrative Activities
valuable, and ma* gave suggestions for future activities.

5-. When asked about the schedule, 47% found it satisfactory.
Of those, some also included reservations. Another 43%
mentioned possible changes only. The concern nientioned
most often centered around difficulties with `Tuesday/
Thursday afternoon classes.

6. Openended comments were invited about each course.
Thus, a strident mig,lit offer k suggestion for changing a
course and say nothuig directly positive about its, even
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though he or she had predominantly p,ritive feeirifg_s_
about the course. Within this format, 87% of those
responding did offer po#tive comments on Accounting,

r Computer Science, and Organizationiu Studies. Sixty-five
percent (65%) of those responding offered positive com-
ments abogt Statistics and Perspectives on Management.
Comments-on EconontiCs leaned more heavily towards sug-
gestions only.ti

The reader will probably agree that the overall
tone of these.results is positive and confirming of the
early weeks in the implementation of the new pro-
gram. However, the data also ihow that the Ecanom-
ics course in particular is a serious source of concern
to the students. In presenting these data to the assem-
bly, the faculty member acknowledges this 'trouble
area'. He lets the students Icno,;., that the Economics
professor (who is, of course, present, along with his
colleagues) has already had numerous conversations
with other faculty about these difficulties ancrhas
already reviewed the entire set of questionnaire,. He
reminds the students of the initiatives and risks which
the faculty have taken and are taking in creating this
opportunity, for mutual criticism and improvement of
the program (by contrast to the relatively risk-free
role of the students to date in filling out anonymous
questionnaires). And he closes by 'inviting a conversa-
tion 'which addresses whatever issues strike those
present as most significant.

For jhe next forty-five minutes the speakers are
mostly students, and they all address themselves to
their experience of the Economics course, stating
their difficulties very plainly and yet without anta-
gonism. Often they explicitly say that they are not
sure that their perspective is correct. The Economics.
professor does not speak, but the few other faculty
comments make it clear 'that much of what the stu-
dents find difficult about the professor's Style is
intentional on his part and based on a coherent phi-
losophy of teaching. Towards the end of the discus-
sion several students begin to examine the relative
passivity that has characterized assumptions about
their role as learners, as well as their actions in the
weeks since they have been experiencing difficulties
in the Economics course. After the session, the Eco-
nomics professor makes a variety of small changes in
the course, and the students seem etilarated by a
sense of self- discovery, by a sense of real progress on
what is usually an intractable problem, but even more
by the incontrovertible evidence of the copunitment
on the part of the faculty and administration to
Making the .MBA program itself not just a rhetorical
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advocate, but a practicing example of inquiring,
responsible, effective managenitnt.
, A natural questioniryhy the Economics professoi

was willing to expose himself to the public evaluation
in solved in the meeting just described. One part of
the answer is clot he has participated throughout the
other institutional self-study activities described
earlier in'this paper, becoming increasingly familiar
with the process of constructive public discussion of
sensitive institutional issues. Another part of the
answer is that the core curriculum team members
engaged during its planning meetings ins process of
teaching one another and then receiving feedback on
their teaching. A third part of the answer is that this
faculty member -chose to join the Boston,College
School of Management faculty twenty-five years ago
because of hfs and its special commitment to values
of colleagueship and teaching.
' Another natural question is what motivates faculty
members to plan and attend the weekly Integrative
Activities? The answer is that thg core team/invented
an administrative arrangement Which mandates fac-
ulty members' attendance at one another's classes, at
Integrative Activities such as the one described, and
at the frequent Tor.. Team' meetings. This arrange-
ment is that faculty members teaching in the full-time
core 'curriculum are credited as teaching three sec-
tions for every two they actually teach,.on the condi-
tion that they undertake the additional duties just
described. The new sections are also larger than the
formef average size 05 .cdmpared to 30) so that in
teaching two sections in the restructured program,
the MBA family member takes responsibility for the
sanie number of students as he or she would have in
teaching three sections before. Thus, the faculty
involved art re,ceiving no special favors. They are

,being rewarded for a different pattern of activities.
The strong commitnient of the university es a

whole to teaching and to meaningful integrative activ-
ities was illustrated when the Academic vice President
(himself a Jesuit) gained and granted approval for the
'3 for 2' administrative arrangement within twenty-
four hours of receiving the proposal (and anyone
familiar with academic will recognize how extraor-
dinary that turnarountirvarne is).

In process, the gait t d the Integrative Activity
described above seemed stumbling and slow Only a
brief, retrospective summary like this one can convey
the impression of a logic swift and sure. Nevertheless,
there is a 'logic-in-practice' 'L a 'certain pattern of
activity for which institutional supports have been

developed and to which members of the core faculty °
team have been increasingly committing themselves
for the previous two years. This initially implicit logic
becomes fully explicit during thiS Integrative 'Activity
as the faculty begins to introduce the MBA students
to the risks and skills and benefits of achieving more
effective execution through a carefully structured and
caringly conducted collaborative inquiry through
an ongoing institutional self-stun dy.. The structure of
the session represented a 'choreography of time'
through which the national significance of the Bendix
case, the institutional significance of the data feed-
back about the new program, and the personal signift-
cance for each participant of acting openly, honestly,
and with dignity during the discussion itself rein-
forced and illuminated each other.

It is this central yet gradual commitment tei
modeling a process of inquiring, responsible, effec-

Abal, timely action in its own ongoing Onplementation
that is beginning to distinguish the Boston' College
MBA program from most contemporary business tend
educational environments. Whatever other errors may
have occurred in the Bendix case, one error wis cer-
tainly the effort to conduct a public inquiry into a
sensitive organizational issue in the absence of care-
fully cultivated commitments to, and skill! at, con-
ducting a real-tiMe collaborative inquiry the
absence of a continuing institutional self-study. Yet
so 1png as the skills of self-study-in-a tion and of
effective execution are not cultivated, `o anizational
politics' will remain a term of opprobriu , as well
a process which distracts participants from task
acconiplishrnent arid which contributes to institu-
tional ineffectiveness.

6. onclusion

In sununary,i the foregoing skeletal review of-the
first and second years of an institutional self-study
process at the Boston College School, of Management"
indicates movement thr ugh twc,, phases of develop-
ment toward a possible third phase. This movement
may be generaable t othifrinstitufional self-study
projects [20]. Becau the ..entire paradigm of colla-
borative inquiry is generally unfamiliar, institutional
members must first:

(1) develop an initial familiarity with, and willingness to
explore further, Via overall model of inquiry and effec-
tiveness; in the Boston College case, through activities
such as the initial research seminar's" and feedback sessions

C,

10
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one administrator preoccupied for two years in a rela-
tively ,harinless fashion so that he has not obstructed
the positive institutional developments that have taken
place. If other administrators preoccupy themselves
in this way for a quarter of their time, who knows
what mischief their institutions may be spared!

of the first year of lelf-stUdy ; then
(2) develop a 'taste' for, and skills-41'i, identifying and cor-

recting major unclarities about, and incongruities among,
purposei, strategies, operations, and outcomes; in the
Boston College case, through activities like the seminar on
Responsible Self-Regulation and the implementation of
revised MBA core curriculum in the second yea,r of the

' self-study; and then only as a still later phase
(3) develop the skill and commitment to seek moment-to-

moment and word-to-word precision and high quality
outcomes in terms of analytic validity, aesthetic appro-
priateness, and political timeliness.

In any giVen institution, one canAimagine a widening
series'of such cycles, beginning with a few people mo-
tivated to become a self-study group, then widening
to include one or more task-related "sub-groups at the

linstitution, etc. The self -stuffy process oscillates
4etween invitations to new groups to join in self-

study and periods of concentration wherein tom-
mined participants seek to institutionalize the self-
study process within their own activities and reflec-
tions. At'each new phase of 'widening', the question
is confronted whether participant in the self-study
process 'have developed only a new rhetoric or actu-
ally a new mode of practice. If only a new rhetoric
about "collaborative inquiry" has developed, then
one can predict that the -self-study process will
encounter serious resistance in the next phase (e.g.,
other members of the organization will not be moti-
vate.d to give this process a try).

According to the model of administrItive leader-
ship presented near the outset oS. this paper, the self-
study process is rightly conoTived as a very long-term
process. As the initiating researcher in this' ase, I am
frankly surpriVd that after only a year and a half the
self-study process at the BOston College School of

, Management appears already to have had some con-
structive impact on the institution. Certainly, though,
the self-study process cannot yet be said to have
'taken root' at the school as a widely valued activity.
Anti, of course, there is no evidence whatsover yet
that other institutions will explore. or come to value
this process.

The explicit self-study activities reported in this
.paper are but one spring feeding the much larger river
of institutional activities at the Boston College School
of Management. This particular spring is undoubtedly
of much greater significance to the author of this
paper than to anyone else at Boston College at the
present time. Thus, it may well.be that the primary
effect *of the leadership conceptions and thV self-
study activities described here has been to keep this

$
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